
Faith Taylor
(406) 231-8570 | faithtaylormusic@gmail.com

Objective
Audio recording, mixing, editing, and sound design for film, multimedia, podcasting, and video games

Skills
Extensive experience with electronics, including soldering: both standard and fine pitch, electronic

assembly, testing, calibration, schematics interpretation, software integration and repair

Experience within the biotech, medical research, and sales industries

Proficiency inmany computer software programs and digital audio workstations including ProTools,

Reason, Logic ,Wwise, Csound, Sound Particles, Nuendo, Reaper, Max, Cubase, Dante, Adobe

Creative Suite, Microsoft Office Suite, GoogleWorkspace, Microsoft Teams, etc.

Extreme attention to detail, excellent personal, writing, editing, people, and organizational skills

Experience
2022 - PRESENT

Russell Country Realty - Salesperson

● Duties include home tours, business negotiations, home and property sales coordination,

officemanagement, preparing and proofreading legal paperwork, maintaining a high level of

confidentiality and providing quality service for clients

2020 - PRESENT

Taylor Multimedia, LLC - Owner/Operator

● Freelancemultimedia work including performing livemusic, music composition, audio

recording/editing, sound design for film and video games, podcasting production, website

construction and design, electronics assembly and repair

2021 - 2022

Neuralynx, INC. - Electronics Technician/Assembler II

● Duties included schematic interpretation, fine-pitch soldering, electronics assembly and

testing, working knowledge of complex data recording systems, product calibration, testing,

encoding and tuning, maintaining a sterile working environment, assembling specialized

computers and data recording hardware to operate in accordance with company software

intended for the biomedical technology industry; focusing primarily in neuroscience

research for both humans and animals
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2020 - 2021

DiMarzio - Independent Contractor

● Duties included schematic interpretation, soldering, electronic assembly and testing, QA/

QC inspection, and delivery of high-end guitar electronics modules to distribution

headquarters and respective retailers

2015 - 2020

DPS Electronics - Electronics Technician/Assembler

● Duties included soldering, electronics assembly and testing, schematics interpretation,

wiring, unit calibration and repair of telecommunications devices intended for the railroad

industry, product QC/QA, proofreading and editing technical manuals, transportation and

shipping of mechanical parts and devices, various administrative and IT assignments

Education

AUGUST 2013 - NOVEMBER 2022

Montana State University, Bozeman, MT - B.A. in Music Technology

A comprehensive understanding of current audio theory and practice, basic acoustics and

psychoacoustics, facility with professional audio hardware and software, production experience in

live sound reinforcement, concert and studio recording, sound synthesis, multimedia, and sound

design for film and video games


